Achieve High-volume Fulfillment Success with Logiwa

Logiwa’s cloud order fulfillment software is built specifically for high-volume B2C and DTC business

Logiwa’s Cloud Fulfillment Platform is a fully integrated warehouse management software (WMS) and order fulfillment system that empowers companies and 3PL providers to run a digital fulfillment network and grow their direct-to-consumer business.

Logiwa’s highly configurable software optimizes every aspect of the order fulfillment process and has everything needed to automate warehouse operations — enabling data-driven putaway algorithms, smart order routing, intelligent warehouse jobs, picking algorithms, and automation rules built to meet the needs of today’s rapidly-changing warehouse and inventory-based businesses without costly and drawn-out custom development work.

**Industry Leading Onboarding**
Our 100% cloud-native SaaS product is easy to configure and easy to update. We can get you up and running in weeks instead of months or years.

**Secure Cloud Infrastructure**
Our products are built on Microsoft Azure with all of the industry-leading security best practices in place.

**Connected Ecommerce**
Sell more with a fully integrated inventory management system that connects instantly with over 200 ecommerce, marketplaces, and order management systems.

**Digital Warehousing**
Run a fully digital 3PL fulfillment center with mobile apps, smart job batching, automation rules, real-time exception handling, and online reports.

**Smart Shipping**
Save time and money with Logiwa’s shipping software, and take advantage of price-optimized carrier selection and auto-printed shipping labels that process orders out the door faster.

**Total Control**
Easily update and extend your Logiwa system in minutes not months: create warehouse layouts, process orders, update automation rules, and bring a new fulfillment center online with clicks not code.

**Exceptional Customer Support**
Our technology is great, but what customers love most is our amazing customer support. We actually get back to customer questions in 7–9 minutes!
Warehouse and Inventory Management
Easily receive and track stock as it comes in. Optimize multi-warehouse operations and inventory levels across fulfillment centers with location-based rules, fixed and dynamic picking locations, and clear location capacities.

- Warehouse Configuration
- Unlimited Locations/Bins
- Inventory and Locations Management
- Transfers Between Locations and Warehouses
- Instant Counting
- Cycle Counting*
- Purchase Order Management
- Inbound Receiving Management
- PO Notification Email Alerts
- Returns Management
- Safety Stock Reports and Email Alerts
- Shipping Management
- Pick, Pack and Ship Operations
- Backorders and Damaged Products
- Carrier Rate Shopping
- FIFO/FEFO, Lot/Batch, Expiry Date, and Serial Number Tracking
- Shipment Tracking Number Management
- Pick Face Replenishment*
- QR Code Configuration*

Warehouse Productivity and Optimization
Our smart algorithms optimize your tasks, resulting in higher accuracy, speed, and efficiency, meaning more orders are picked, packed, and shipped in the most cost-efficient and eco-friendly solutions for your shipments.

- Individual Order Picking
- Wave/Batch/Cluster Picking
- Batch Shipment Label Printing
- Pick List and Packing Slip Printing
- Kitting/Bundling
- Mobile Picking, Receiving, and Transfers
- Order Packing Screen
- Product Substitution*
- Customized Screen Layout
- Directed Putaway – Location Suggestion
- Pre-defined Picking Jobs (Single Unit, Multi Unit, Pick, Pack)
- Walking (Picking) Path Optimization
- Picking Automation
- Put to Wall (Sorting and Consolidation)
- Shipment Rule Automation*
- Picking and Packing Algorithms*
- Package Type Selection Algorithms*
- Order Routing Algorithms*

Real-Time Reporting and Analytics
Logiwa’s advanced warehouse management system is equipped with powerful analytics capabilities designed to optimize your operations and empower you to make data-driven decisions. Unlock the full potential of your business by leveraging comprehensive analytics tools that provide actionable insights.

- User Performance and History Report
- Available To Sales Reports
- Safety Stock Reports
- Centralized Inventory Reports
- Location-based Inventory Reports
- Shipment History and Traceability Reports
- Receiving and Traceability Reports
- Shortage Notifications and Reports
- Transaction History and Inventory History Reports
- Advanced reports with Logiwa Analytics*

3PL and Supply Chain Management
Our flexible solution makes it easy to bring on new clients, add new warehouses, expand to new types of products and get live visibility into the fulfillment status of every order. Logiwa is a dynamic solution that can be easily updated to improve efficiency, deliver exceptional service and drive growth.

- Multi-Client Support
- Client Portal and Dashboard
- Client Based Setup (Packing Slip, Contracts, and Statements)
- Completed PO Notifications to Clients
- Customized Billing Lines
- Billing and Contract Management
- Third Party Carrier Account Management
- Billing Integrations with QuickBooks*
- Shipment Rates Markup
- Custom Branding*
- Virtual Test Warehouse*
- Order Routing Across Multiple Warehouses
- Drop Shipment
- Consignment Management

*Advanced features available at additional cost.